
STATISTICS 2023 

EXAM ONE 

SPRING 2020 

NAME, PRINT IN INK. ___________ _ 

SIGNATURE, IN INK. ___________ _ 

CWID, IN INK.__ ____________ _ 

Once this exam is graded and returned to you retain it for grade verification. 

TRUE OR FALSE. Answer with a capital Tor F. (3 points each) 

J 1. Relative frequency tells the proportion of the observations that?' in a certain category of 
the variable. 

£ 2. If the mean of a data set is less than the median and the median is less than the mode of 
the data set, then the distribution is right skewed. 

F 3. The numerical measures of variation include mean, mode, and median. 

F 4. If a data set is assumed to be mound-shaped, then approximately 5% of the data set would 
lie outside of the interval of values which are within one standard deviation of the mean. 

F 5. The third quartile of a data set is a value that 75% of the data are more than and 25% of 
the data are less than. 

£ 6. If two events are independent, then they are mutually exclusive. 

The percent changes in daily price for a specific stock are shown below. Use these data to answer 
the remaining questions on this page. 

8.1/ 
8.1 2.2 -5.6 0.8 -2.6 4.0 -2.1 3.6 

7. What is the sum of the data? ------ 2 X = 8.1 + . · · -'t 3., = f. L/ 
_/_lf_~_._5_8_ 8. What is the sum of squares of the data? :rx 2-:: 8.' .,_ ].. (- s., t + ... .,- 3. " ... ;- /'lri. sB 

9. What is the square of the sum of the data? 

(2-x t-;: KA· .. 7o. G6 
__ /_._/ __ 10. What is the observed percent mean change in the daily price of this specific stock 
based on these data? Round your answer to one digit past the decimal. 

X:::. ~x.:: :1.811 
-== I. 1$" -::1> I. I 
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STATE THE ANSWER. State the answer on the line given. (3 points each) 

~-() if 11. If there are 1200 observations in a data set how many observations are in a 
certain category which has relative frequency of 0.17? 

1 12. ::14:!!i.. ~• sum of squares is 287 and~• square 
of sum is 196 what is the numerical value of the sample ~ean? _ ~K (/'II 

11,:; /,t, :E"X&., 287 {:zx) -::-/91, X--n:: -If ::- / 
2-,. / 13. If from a data set with 14 observations the sum of squares is 287 and the sum is 14 what is ~• numerical !!lue:l of ~pie varian<e? p;.. 

S~ ,sr -l~-::: 287-- /ti -:::- z_/ 
?0 .,,,. H -I /~ 

_____ 14. If a data set with seven hundred ob~"5tions has two-hundred 20's, two-hundred 
and fifty 30's, one-hundred 40's, one-hundred and fifty 50's, then what is the numerical value of the 

d 2n., ... .., 3,o_ ~, .. , -rf)u~, 'lo ,o ro 
.....-"7 ', -• > .,.,, , • --•.1 lf~o 1 1 ~) • ··- flo 1 ff/> · ·•• 7rt> 

·1-?L ~:: ?~# 3tDJ ::t.. ~: 3o 
____ • _ 15. If a data set with unknown shape has a mean of 36 and a standard deviation of 
12, then at most wha!)>ercent of the observations would lie outside of the interval (12, 60)? , ,; 

(rt,, ,o) x'!:. z_s .c:J>,-(!~{i)~~" 
I P-5 rwt~C?~ 2'?7.. • 16. Suppose that the personnel manager of Texon Industries has administered an 

aptitude test with a mean of 65 and a standard deviation of 10. What is the z-score associated with a 
score of 75.50? x~ ''!, S-=ID X:: 75. so .,) , 

~-; !,-Y := ~,-~ - ,s .. -;; 1.15' 
'f 7. '-/ 17. Sup&ose that th! personnel ma~ager of Texon Industries has administered an 

aptitude test with a mean of 65 and a standard deviation of 10. What is the test grade associated 
with the z-score of -1.76? )( ::- , S., S =:/ 0 1 ,1' -:::- - I. 71, 

66 X-: -X +">vs:: t, 5+(-1.1,) 111 = '17. tf . 
_____ 18. Supposed that 6~ndomly chosen utility bills were the following amounts, 
$158, $255, $88, $139, $98, and $218. What is the standard deviation associated with these 6 utility 
bill? Round your answer to the st dolloar. 

$ ::-- ~it -- -:;. ' 6 .t ;._ d>h6 
IL/ j . 5 19. Supposed thars r;~domly chosen utility bills were the following amounts, 

$158, $255, $88, $139, $98, and $218. What is the median associated with these 6 utility bills? 

ft 
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(3 points each) STATE THE ANSWER. State the answer on the line given. 

Smart phones record daily screen time, which is a measure of degree of interaction with apps. 
Assume that for a group of smart phone users that the screen time for a specific app has a daily 
mean screen time of 38 minutes with a standard deviation of 4.5 minutes. Also assume that the daily 
screen time for this app is mound-shaped to ddress the questions on this page. 

X ' i 
;: . I 6 1 ,.... . , / 

( 5 1/i' S '~ 20. ~at is.;~e. interval of times centered on the mean that contains 
approximately 68% of the daily screen times for this app? .. ) 

X ± 5 -::l? ,18 t If, S J> ( i3-S) 1/t .. S/ 

(z? ./ ~?) 21. What is the· interval of times centered on the mean that contains 
approximately 95% of the daily screen times for this app? (' . , ) 

X±  2S .. ~38-t'z(~s}~ 38-~ 38,u/.;::I> 

;l.. 1 22. About o.o2s or 2.5% of the daily screen times(;!! 1;,P at!l than 
how many minutes? 

-------

,.sz ~,~~7/u,,,) 

'-R - :2 .s ::: 3t .-- 2 f s-) = 2 i 
23. What is the approximate 16th percentile of daily screen time for this app? 

II"!~ ;,, )(, ) JJ (x < >t. ):.,!, 
'gfrJ ·. X- s A- ,,,. ~) Ao)(-S" .3f-'/.S 

• 24. Approximately what percent of the screen times are between 29 and 42.5 

(i9, ¥2. e;) -==f>(y _ :l~, x+s) 
• f.f7 5o .J.. • 'JI/' =- 8'/. S? · ,ns ;~ 

minutes? 

25. What is the approximate 84th percentile of daily screen time for this app? ------- 81/, X,.I J>(Y< X,)-:;.if" 
7f-.f .S -;:::..:, 38 .f;. !" ==- 1/R ,,.S 2Lf, S 

26. The approximate minimum daily screen time for this app is how many --~---- . . minutes? 
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STATE THE ANSWER. State the answer on the line given. 

PAGE4 
(3 points each) 

_o_._~_6 __ 27. Suppose P(Head) = 0.6 on an unfair coin. What is the probability of two heads 
occurring when this unfair coin is flipped twice? ) 

P {llw Co,;. I)-: o.t,, P(~ kl Ca -= o., 
0 oa.7 f(C,()Ca.)= p(c,). p(c.)= o.,(o.,)-::0.3~ 

• 28. In the State of Oklahoma, it is believed that the deposits of 90% of the banks are 
insured by the Federal Depository Insurance Company (FDIC). It is also believed that 3% of the 
banks protected by FDIC will fail. What is the probability that, for a randomly chosen Oklahoma bank, 
the bank has deposits protected by FDIC and the bank will fail? 

P ( ?Ptc.)= Jfo P (PoiJ. I FD le)-= o. 0 

P (FDIC. (} f:AIL) :- p (l='AIL.}R>IC),f(FPlC..)::.o~(.~) 
A research and develop company surveyed all 200 of its employees over the age of 60 and 
obtained the information given in the table below. One of these 200 employees is selected at 
random. Use these data to answer the remaining questions on this page. Do not reduce fractional 
answers. State all of your answers as ratio fractions. Do not state decimal fraction answers. 

UNDER 20 YEARS WITH COMPANY OVER 20 YEARS WITH COMPANY 
Technical Staff Nontechnical Staff Technical Staff Nontechnical Staff 

Plan to Retire at 31 5 45 12 9~ Aae65 
Plan to Retire at 59 25 15 8 /I)'/ 
Aae68 

9o /2'() I ~o 
-2,_ef"O .29. What is the probability that the person selected is on the technical staff? 

3 9o +l>o /5o z -

• 

:2.tl'f> 2.00 
____ 30. If the person selected has over 20 years of service with the company, what is the 
probability that the person plans to retire at age 68? q0 15 + 8' _ z3 
_.:--- ~O .+2.D - '80 
/ 6 0 31. If the person selected is on the technical staff, what is the probability that the person 

has been with the company less than 20 years? 0 ) 2- 3 l -1- s f _ 10 
.,:,-- 'lo +ho - 15° 

32. What is the probability that the person selected has over 20 years with the company, 
is on the nontechnical staff and plans to retire at age 65? 

~s ft-
":J.60 

'Bt) 33. Assume the person selected has over 20 years with the company, what is the 
probability that the person h on thef!ontechnical staff or plans to retire at age 65? 

1-o ,+-~S-t l'Z(_-19:= -- {g S .,.... -
~0+2-o 80 


